The Profile Doctors
Help to build your publication-CV online

Marta Zygmuntowska, University of Bergen Library
Susanne Mikki, University of Bergen Library
Kathrine Cohen, University of Bergen Library
Vibeke Kyrkjebø Irgan, Division of Research Administration
Beatriz Balino, Division of Research Administration
Catherine Elizabeth Anders, Division of Research Administration
Avoid author ambiguity

Make your work visible and easier accessible

Create a network and maintain your network

Get recommendations about new publications directly

Create publication lists

Reach out of academia
boredom is your fault
doctors?
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1. Did you update your employee web page at UIB?

2. Do you have an ORCID-profile?

3. Do you have other academic profiles?

4. What is your h-index? Do you know where you can find it?

5. For your publication with the largest impact, give:
   - Year of publication:
   - Subject area:
   - Access (Open Access or subscription):
   - Number of citations:
The Profile Doctors

Why should you use academic network sites?

- Avoid author ambiguity
- Have one place to store all your scientific work
- Make your work visible and accessible
- Create a network and follow your peers
- Have one place you can refer to when writing proposals
- Get recommendations about new publications directly
- Get instant credits for your publications

Wondering which service you should choose? Check out where researchers within your research field are mostly staying, and choose accordingly.

www.uib.no/ub  research impact  profile doctors
ca 15 minutes...

Have you updated your employee homepage?

Do you know that you can create a profile on google?

Do you have an ORCID profile? Is it up to date?
ca 15 minutes...

Have you updated your employee homepage?

Do you have a profile on one of the social networks for researchers?

Do you know that you can create a profile on Google?

Do you know that you have (most likely) a profile in Scopus?

Do you have an ORCID profile? Is it up to date?
Prescription
The Profile Doctors

1. Check your profile at:

2. Create a profile at:

3. Link your profile to:

4. Ask for a consultation with:

Date:
Profile Doctor at the University of Bergen
Library:
Brilliant - you have profiles in the citation databases! That means that I can see all your publications, and not just the ones published in Norway. Also interesting to check out your co-authors, h-index etc. Now I know a lot about you.
So how did it go?
FUN FUN FUN!!!!
How and where did/can we use it?

UiB ‘digital day’ digital myldredag
Horizon2020 Kickoff
Research days at faculties
PhD days

.....
Just do it and have fun!

Thank you!

Questions? -> marta.zygmuntowska@uib.no